
 

Yes, we do tests on Hips Elbows and we do DM with the dogs we import and 

definitely, our protocol follows the health testing on our dogs, sometimes we 

cannot have some health testing done like the DM if the mother came pregnant 

from a dog that is in Europe or not accessible to us, due to the fact we cannot force 

owners in Europe to do the DM testing, BUT the HIPS and ELBOWS are always 

done before they are even bred, for the SV Organization in Europe will not allow a 

dog that has not been cleared of HD and ED to be used for breeding, they are way 

far more strict than AKC and OFA here in the USA, were AKC nor OFA do not 

really care about the pedigrees, just to do the registrations and the OFA to give an 

evaluation but they are not a breeding club nor association, like the SV that is 

under the umbrella of the FCI in the whole world and they establish rules and 

follow them in accordance with each breed regulations. 

They also have what they call the Hardiman's and Wright coefficiency which 

studies the pedigrees and establishes if the combination of both bloodlines will 

have prepotency to health issues or not. Anything over 10% is not recommended to 

be done. 

ON Line breeding that adds 5 or more are registered, (sum of the same parents on 

the generations) anything lower is not acceptable (Don't get confused with the 

Hardiman's and Wright) this is another breeding rule. 
 

 

We do not do OFA, we do SV or FCI hips evaluations, when we purchase our girls 

they already have their hips evaluations and in their pedigree you can go back how 

many generations you wan tto check and see the values of the Hips and elbows , 

we breed only A normal, Normal or Zuggenklasse, but only to Normal 

 

 

We breed for SV-FCI Standard Im an FCI -AKC Judge and even tho 50 years ago I 

started importing super large dogs  because I did not have the data and information 

I have now I let myself be driven by the "Fad" of Bigger better LOL, but with time 

and education, I travel to Germany for the Sieger shows and you get a chance to 

learn a great deal about the Standard, but visually, not on books or pictures that can 

be highly deceiving and manipulated, we learn to understand the IMPORTANCE 

of the Standard and why there is a Standard, GSD was not created to be huge 100 

Plus  pds dogs that cannot perform for what they were created, it also ruins their 

joints hips elbows and spine when they are oversize, so I learned to stick to the 

Standard here is a link t what we produce and standard  

http://www.fci.be/nomenclature/standards/166g01-en.pdf 



 

No, we do  not breed for Aggression, we breed for strong healthy 

balanced temperaments, we have been doing this for over 50 years and will keep 

on doing so, this is what has kept us to be so well recognized and has given us the 

5 star position on our reviews! Our puppies are introduced to EMS since babies 

and then undergo an extensive Sensory program stimulus to help them learn how to 

withstand pressure and become a ball not a egg (Resilence). 

 

 

Puppies are born inside my house, next to my kitchen where they get full 24/7 

attention, I do not leave the house for two weeks and have people come over to 

bring me my groceries and things I may need to be able to stay at home and check 

on them all the time. When they turn 5 weeks they go to an AC enclosed Shed 

prepared for the puppies, right next to my backroom door and we keep a camera to 

be able to check them, sometimes our connections here with the WIFI is terrible, 

so we are continuously going in and out of the shed to check on them, they have a 

large area where we place an open pool with Woodchips and they learn to use this 

area to Poop and pee. the complete area has rugs to help the puppies keep a strong 

grip and have no slippery floors that can cause malformation in their joints and 

bones. 

Woodchips are picked up twice a day and all changed, we also have a back door 

that leads to an enclosed area where during the day they can also go down two 

steps and be in an outside yard to play, we use this mostly in colder seasons, in hot 

seasons we let them go outside for a while but not too long for that type for Florida 

heat is not beneficial for them and we need to protect them, so they go back to the 

AC area and doors get closed. Every day they get to go out with one f our helpers 

and explore the world, they need to hear to loud outside noises away from their 

comfort zone, hear the lawnmowers, and go through different obstacles we have 

prepared for them so they feel they are headed for success in everything they try to 

do. we do have a Sensory Program video you may want to check out. I worked 

with the Mounted Police Dept as head Advisor and trainer for 22 years and 

developed all the training program and Sensory and tactical program for them, 

from were I adapted it to the raising of my puppies and it has shown to be highly 

successful!  
 

 

  

Girls are bred up to5 to 6 yrs, all depends individually on how they keep 

themselves while pregnant and whelping and how fast they recuperate, there is not 



a definite amount of time, we have a couple of veterinarians that are also breeders 

and I also worked with a Veterinarian for many years who really used to think out 

of the Box and I can say I owe to him all my breeding success, Experience is my 

top mentor, not books or opinions of others who have never dived into the real 

breeding programs, My life has been guided by experienced gained form breeding 

hundreds of girls and watching and learning for the last 50 years.  

 

 

We do both. We have both lines, East Germany and West 
 

 

Yes, you may check our website and check out  our puppy Sensory program and 

testing, there are some videos as well on this.  

Yes, definitely we do is the only way to match the personality and lifestyle of each 

household that is reserving puppies 
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For Service Work my puppies are only 3,500.00 and the deposit is 500. which is 

deducted from the total price. 

 
 

11.       

Yes we do, based on the genetic flaw where the dog may not be able to perform for 

what they were acquired , yes we do replace the puppy if its necessary. 

 

12. 

 

Im sending you a link to our virtual visit. By the same token, we can let you know 

we get inspections from the AKC, the County, and the USDA State inspections, 

and they have always been a 5 star rating as they declare, this can give you an idea 

of how we manage our areas and our dogs! 



 

Our Channel 

https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCqYy9XxPZl6mGVWdWanUgIA 

 

Virtual Visit 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=EYuBTN9ZR5w 

 


